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A synthesis mechanism of nanoparticulate zirconia-modified Al2–xFexO3 solid solutions has 
been studied with the application of X-ray diffraction, IR spectroscopy, DTA, particle-size analysis 
and chemical analysis. The solid solutions have been prepared via heat treatment of ammonium 
hydroxycarbonate complexes. The nanoparticles are shown to consist of crystalline rhombohedral 
α-Al2–xFexO3, monoclinic and tetragonal (M-ZrO2 and T-ZrO2). The synthesized mixed oxide offers 
a high polishing ability (3 to 4.5 times as high), as demonstrated in polishing of titanium, and 
ensures surface roughness values Ra ranging between 0.019 and 0.009 μm.  

Keywords: aluminum-iron oxides, zirconia, X-Ray diffraction, polishing, titanium, nano-
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1. Introduction 
For the development of precision engineering and electronics, it is necessary  to obtain the 

surface of various metals and non-metals with minimum roughness Ra, for example, less than 
0.005 µm. For this purpose, surface processing is applied, with the last stage being final polishing 
with the use of abrasive nanodispersed materials, such as natural and synthetic nanodiamond 
powders, boron or silicon carbides, cubic boron nitride and ultradispersed powders based on 
aluminum oxide (corundum) and silicon dioxide with a granularity ranging between 0.01 to 0.3 and 6 
to10 µm [1-10]. 

When ultradispersed nanodiamonds, corundums, silicon carbides, boron carbides or nitrides 
are used, i.e. abrasive materials with high hardness, polishing is primarily a mechanical process of 
roughness microcutting and relief smoothing. It should be taken into consideration that the 
polishing process is long and multistage. Final polishing is usually performed 3 to 5 times, with a 
consistent reduction in the grit of abrasive slurries used in preliminary operations, finishing and fine 
finishing. 

The mechanical polishing process is a complex interaction among the material being 
processed, the pad and the abrasive particles. Exploring the mechanism of polishing of different 
metals with nanodispersed abrasives, one cannot but state that it is governed by a mechanical 
impact on the surface with the formation of new solid phases at the interface, that is, with a 
chemical process. According to many authors, productive abrasive materials for final polishing of 
metals include medium hardness abrasives based on transition metal oxides or their solid solutions 
[11-15]. 

For final polishing, promising is the development of the synthesis of nanodispersed 
tribochemical active abrasive materials on the basis of solid solutions of transition element oxides. 
The application of nanodispersed tribochemical active abrasive materials based on solid solutions of 
aluminum-iron oxides with the crystal structure of corundum and hematite reduces the number of 
finishing operations of polishing with the view of obtaining a nano-roughened surface as a result of 
changing from mechanical polishing to mechanical-chemical polishing. As a result of the use of 
these materials, a nano-roughened surface is achieved for hardened solid steels, non-ferrous metals 
(particularly, aluminum) and their alloys [16, 17]. 
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A challenge is to produce a nano-roughened surface of titanium and its alloys. The most 
widely used methods include electrochemical polishing of titanium. However, the achieved surface 
roughness is Ra -0.25 0.20 µm [18].  

The mirror surface of pure titanium and titanium alloys, with Ra less than 0.1 µm, is known 
to be achievable by using abrasive Al2O3 grains for intensive mechanical polishing, the contact 
pressure being 0.1 and 0.4 MPa [19]. 

The ratio between the microhardness of the material being polished and that of the abrasive 
material is significant in the processes of polishing. Thus, the microhardness Hv of titanium is 
1800 MPa. For mechanical-chemical polishing to be feasible, i.e. with chemical reactions in the 
near-surface layer, the ratio between the microhardness of the material to be polished and that of the 
abrasive material must not exceed 1.8. Therefore the use of complex oxides of aluminum and iron, 
with the hardness Hv of 1650 to 1700 MPa, was proposed for polishing titanium and its alloys [20]. 

Various techniques of fabricating nanosized particles of powders based on aluminum oxide 
are known, for instance, synthesis by pulse heating, hydroxide sol–gel deposition with subsequent 
thermal treatment, self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS), or mechanical-chemical 
methods [21–26]. 

However, complex aluminum-iron oxides are less effective for final polishing of such 
materials as titanium and its alloys. Polishability can be increased by modifying complex 
aluminum-iron oxides with, e.g., zirconium oxides. It has long been recognized that the 
polymorphism of zirconium oxide can be tuned by doping with Y3+, Yb3+, Ca2+, Ce4+, etc., yttrium 
(III) being widely used as a stabilizer of the tetragonal phase. The monoclinic phase was retained 
when yttrium oleate was added in the ripening stage of monoclinic ZrO2. Therefore ion doping must 
occur during the ZrO2 nucleation and growth stages [27–32]. 

Promising is a solid phase method for synthesizing solid aluminum-iron solutions obtained 
by heat treatment of hydroxy-complexes like  M2+

1-xM3+
x(OH)2(Xn-)x/n•mH2O.  The structure of 

these compounds is composed of positively charged hydroxide layers [M1-x
2+·Mx

3+(OH)2]x+ and 
anions Xn-.	The necessary bond structure is formed in the first stage, namely, the deposition and 
formation of hydroxy-complex. A significant advantage of this method is unrestricted variation of 
the atomic ratio of the elements during deposition. In total, the formation of intermediate complex 
compounds of hydroxycarbonates followed by thermohydrolysis yields qualitatively new functional 
properties.  

This work studies the synthesis of zirconia-modified complex aluminum-iron oxides 
proposed as an abrasive material for final polishing of titanium and its alloys. 

2. Experimental Procedure 
The solid solutions of aluminum-iron oxides and those modified by zirconium dioxide were 

prepared by heat treatment of precipitated ammonium hydroxycarbonates at temperatures between 
950 and 1150oC. In the course of precipitation, zirconyl ions were added in the form of a 0.1 M 
ZrOSO4 solution. The iron oxide concentration in the reaction product was varied in the range 
between 0.12 and 0.2 mol %, and the zirconium dioxide concentration was varied from 0.001 to 
0.008 mol %. The content of aluminum and iron in the samples was determined by standard 
procedures of the X-ray fluorescence analysis with the use of an EDX-900HS energy dispersive 
spectrometer, with a relative statistical deviation of ±0.0005 mol %. The contents of NH4

+ was 
determined photometrically, and the contents of CO3

2- was determined volumetrically as follows: 
the samples dried at room temperature were heated to 220–250°С, and the carbon dioxide was 
captured by an alkali solution [33]; the total content of the ОН- and CO3

2- groups was determined by 
the oxalate method.  

The following methods were applied to the examination of the samples: IR spectroscopy, 
with the use of a Shimadzu JR-475 spectrophotometer, the samples being pressed into tablets with 
KBr; XRD analysis with a STADI-P diffractometer using a software program for comparing 
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diffraction peaks with the data from JCPDS–ICDD PDF2, with CuKαα radiation (nickel filter). The 
step scan is 0.03o and range of 2  was 5 to 70o, the counting was 5 to 25 s for each step. 

The particle-size analysis of the samples was performed by gravity sedimentation by a 
Shimadzu SA-CP2 centrifugal analyzer, the viscosity of the dispersion medium being 0.0093 P and 
the density of the liquid phase 1.0 g/cm3, and by a scanning electron microscopy with a Tescan 
VEGA II XMU scanning electron microscope, Uacc = 15 kV. The thermal and thermogravimetric 
effects in the course of heating of the samples in the Al2O3-Fe2O3-ZrO2-system were measured 
using complex thermal analysis on a Q-1500 derivatograph (Hungary), heating rate of 10–
11°C/min,  20–1000°С, 500-mg samples. 

The abrasive properties of the samples in the polishing processes were assessed by standard 
procedures of measuring polishability and surface roughness (Rа) with a Wyko NT1100 optical 
profiler and by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a Nanoscan scanning probe microscope 
working in the hard contact mode. The topography was registered as a discrete function Z = f (x, y) 
defined on a two-dimensional array of discrete variables. In the measurement of surface roughness 
by scanning at maximum 9 × 9 μm (9.70 um × 9.32 um), with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, the 
scanning speed was 30 μm/s. The AFM study of roughness is a series of shots with various surface 
parts. In each frame the parameters of the standard deviation of the heights were calculated. The 
resulting surface roughness on this scale was assessed as a value, averaged over a set of the same 
frame size. The value of the standard deviation of the heights of the surface topography can be 
calculated as follows: 

./1
2

,
,

2








 

ji
ji ZZN  (1)

Surface roughness Ra is the arithmetic mean of the absolute value deviations within the 
profile length, and it is determined as follows: 

Ra=1/n │yi│. (2)

The starting samples, VT1-00 titanium (99.9 % Ti), had initial surface roughness Ra=1.3–
1.6 μm. In the experiment, each point was determined on five samples. The results obtained were 
processed by methods of mathematical statistics and the sampling was verified for the normal 
distribution of the results.  

The polishability was determined as: 

P=∆M/S.t, (3)

where ΔМ (mg) is the mean weight loss due to polishing, S (cm2) is the area of the polished surface 
and t (min) is the duration of polishing. The titanium cylindrical samples had the following 
dimensions: diameter 17 mm, height 20 mm.  

To simulate the polishing process, a specialized unit based on a “Metapolan 2” vibration 
device was installed (fig. 1). The samples were placed in special cells on platform 1, covered with a 
cloth, where there was room for polishing paste serving as a sanding pad (2). The samples were 
pressed by load of 18 to 30 kPa (9); the rotation of the samples was due to the rotation of the 
spindle (7) from an electric motor (4), the speed being adjusted by a resistor (5). The sample 
rotation rate was 89 rpm. The polishing suspension was prepared from the abrasive powder (10 g) 
and distilled water (90 ml) with a suspension pH of 7-8. A woolen cloth was used as a polishing 
pad, with a polishing paste consisting of water and abrasive powder being applied to it every 15 
minutes, as the optimal experimental time. The process was monitored against the change in the 
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metal removal and the surface quality. The agglomeration of the polishing paste did not occur 
during the whole process of polishing. 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of polishing: 1 – platform; 2 – pad with slurry (polishing paste); 3 – sample; 4 – 

electric motor; 5 – resistor; 6 – AC source; 7 – spindle; 8 – electromagnets; 9 – load. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The experimental data and IR spectroscopy have shown that the precipitated ammonium 

aluminum-iron hydroxycarbonates doped with zirconyl-ions contain hydroxyl and carboxyl groups. 
Studying the synthesized samples and their heat-treatment products at temperatures ranging 
between 25 and 1150°С by XRD analysis, one can represent the general formula as 
NH4Al2Fe(OH)5(CO3)2

.nH2O. When in the first stage aluminum, iron and zirconium precipitate 
from the sulfate solution (the results of IR spectroscopy and chemical analysis), ammonium 
aluminum-iron hydroxycarbonates and zirconium hydroxycarbonates are formed. These compounds 
are similar in the composition to the ammonium hydroxycarbonates of cobalt, aluminum and 
chromium previously studied earlier in [34]. The overall reaction of aluminum-iron 
hydroxycarbonate precipitation can be represented as follows: 

FeSO4 +Al2(SO4)3 + 9NH4HCO3 = NH4FeAl2(OH)5(CO3)2 + 4(NH4)2SO4 +2H2O + 7CO2. (4)

The formation of ammonium hydroxycarbonates is characterized by the stability constant K 
and determined by the equilibrium constant К = 1/K1 of the decomposition of the compound 
NH4FeAl2(OH)5(CO3)2: 

NH4FeAl2(OH)5(CO3)2 = Fe(OH)2 +2Al(OH)CO3 + NH4OH. (5)

As in the process of decomposition iron hydroxide and aluminum hydroxycarbonate are 
formed, the equilibrium constant is characterized by the ammonium hydroxide dissociation constant 
Kd, and it depends on the concentration of Fe2+, Al3+, OH and CO3

2. This can be represented as: 

, (6)
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where Kd is the ammonium hydroxide dissociation constant equal to 1.8∙10-5. As a result of 
calculations, the stability constant for the complex is 0.17∙105, i.e. the complex of 
hydroxycarbonates is a stable compound in the synthesis reaction. 

The precipitation of zirconium from the solution can be represented by the following 
reaction [35]: 

2ZrOSO4 + 6NH4HCO3 = (NH4)2Zr2O2(OH)2(CO3)2  + 4CO2 + 2H2O +2(NH4)2SO4. (7)

From the theoretical concepts of olation in the formation of polynuclear complexes of 
hydroxide compounds and from the data of IR spectroscopy and chemical analysis, in view of the 
oxidation of Fe2+ into Fe3+, the composition of the hydroxycarbonates of ammonium, Al3+ and Fe2+ 
can be represented by the following scheme: 

 

(8)

For zirconium hydroxycarbonate, the scheme is as follows: 

 

(9)

On the IR spectrums of the samples there are the following absorption bands: intense narrow 
bands in the region of the stretching vibrations of the OH- groups with pronounced peaks at 3200 
and 3450 cm–1, which correspond to the stretching vibrations of the bond of the associated Fe-O-H 
and Al-O-H hydroxyl groups; the bands at 860 and 985 cm–1 are the deformation vibrations of the 
OH- groups; the 1100 cm–1 band is due to the deformation vibrations of OH- characteristic of the 
hydrogen bridge bond, and this confirms the polymeric nature of the compound. The bidentate 
nature of the carbonate group is confirmed by the split frequencies of degenerate vibrations 1 with 
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the symmetric states of the monodentate and bidentate groupings С2 and Сs (absorption bands 
1395; 1445-1449 and 1540 cm-1).  

At the second stage in the process of solid-phase synthesis, when hydroxycarbonates are 
treated at temperatures ranging between 950 and 1150оC, Fe2+ is oxidized into Fe3+ and solid 
solutions of aluminum-iron oxides are formed, as well as zirconium dioxide, and this is supported 
by the data of the chemical and X-ray diffraction analyses.  

The process of heat treatment of ammonium hydroxycarbonate with inclusion of zirconium 
dioxide can be represented as follows: 

NH4Al2Fe(OH)5(CO3)2+ (NH4Zr2O2(OH)2(CO3)2 Al2Fe(OH)4O2 +Zr2O2(OH)2  

Al2O3∙Fe2O3amorp + ZrO2amorp Al2-xFexO3cryst + ZrO2cryst. 
(10)

The equations for the reaction of the decomposition of hydroxycarbonates during heat 
treatment are: 

4NH4FeAl2(OH)5(CO3)2 + 10O2 = 2Fe2O3 +4Al2O3 +4NH3 +8CO2 + 12H2O, (11)

(NH4)2Zr2O2(OH)2(CO3)2 = 2ZrO2 +2CO2 + 2H2O + 2NH3. (12)

The formation of a solid solution of aluminum-iron oxides of a rhombohedral modification 
with the R-3c spatial group is confirmed as follows: -Al2-xFexO3 (85.9 mass %) – by the diffraction 
lines (012), (104), (110), (116), -Fe2O3 (7.7 mass %) – by the hkl lines (012), (104), (110), (116); 
the formation of tetragonal zirconium dioxide (1.9 mass %) with the P42/nmс spatial group is 
corroborated by the hkl lines (101) (110), (112), and the presence of monoclinic ZrO2 (3.7 mass %) 
with the R21/c spatial group – by the hkl lines (011) (-111), (111).  

In addition, orthorhombic AlFeO3 (3.7 mass %) with the Pna21 spatial group is formed (hkl 
lines (011), (111), (022), (122)). Figure 2 is a diffraction pattern for the samples of ZrO2-modified 
complex aluminum-iron oxides (2a: the diffraction lines of tetragonal ZrO2 are marked with “o” and 
the diffraction lines of monoclinic ZrO2 are marked with “x”; 2b: unmodified complex aluminum-
iron oxides).  

The chemical X-ray fluorescence energy-dispersive analysis shows the following 
composition: 70.0 % Al2O3; 25.0 % Fe2O3; 5.0 % ZrO2, this being in good agreement with the XRD 
data. In the study of the Al2O3 – ZrO2 system under solid-phase synthesis at a temperature of 1150 
to 1200оС it was found that rhombohedral aluminum oxide -Al2O3 (hkl lines (012), (104), (110), 
(113), (116)), tetragonal zirconium dioxide (hkl lines (101), (110), (112)) and monoclinic phase 
(lines hkl (011), (-111), (111)) are formed. M-ZrO2 formation is consistent with the data found in 
[36, 37].  

The chemical X-ray fluorescence energy-dispersive analysis shows the following 
composition: 63.1 % Al2O3; 36.9 % ZrO2, this being in good agreement with the XRD data. 

The data obtained from the sedimentation and electron microscopy studies demonstrate 
(fig. 3, 4a, 4b) that the samples of complex aluminum-iron oxides (0.12 to 0.156 mol % Fe2O3 and 
0.04-0.08 mol % ZrO2) contain nanoparticles: the main fraction is particles sized 50 nm. The 
samples with the concentration 0.08 mol % ZrO2 (fig. 4b) contain nanoparticles more than 50 nm. 
The samples contain nanoparticles up to 10 nm in size, which are collected into larger particles 
through electrostatic attraction. But these particles quickly fall apart into small nanoparticles; 
therefore, in polishing, no scratches are left on the surface sample. 
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a 

 
b 

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of aluminum-iron oxide samples: (a) modified with 0.004-0.008 mol % ZrO2 
(the diffraction lines of tetragonal ZrO2 are marked with “o” and  the diffraction lines of monoclinic 
ZrO2 are marked with “x”), the counting being 5 s for each step; (b) unmodified (Miller indices for 

α-Al2 – xFexO3), the counting being 25 s for each step. 
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Fig. 3. Differential particle size distributions for an mixed aluminum iron oxide: (1) unmodified, (2) 

modified with 0.004 mol % ZrO2, (3) modified with 0.008 mol % ZrO2 

  
a b 

Fig. 4. SEM-micrograph of abrasive material based on a complex oxide of aluminum and iron 
modified with zirconium dioxide: a) with 0.004 mol % ZrO2; b) modified with 0.008 mol % ZrO2 

The investigation into the process of polishing of titanium by zirconia-modified complex 
aluminum-iron oxides (a solid solution of aluminum-iron oxides) has resulted in the following 
regularities. Zirconia-modified complex aluminum-iron oxides derived from hydroxycarbonate 
complexes exhibit high polishability in the final polishing of titanium and its alloys and offer a 
surface roughness Ra of 0.009 to 0.019 µm, this being attributed both to enhanced tribochemical 
activity of abrasive particles and to increased abrasive material hardness in relation to the 
unmodified complex oxide. 

Figure 5 demonstrates the kinetics of the changes in the polishability of the abrasive material 
based on solid solutions of aluminum-iron oxides when used for titanium polishing. Modification 
with zirconium dioxide increases polishability by a factor of 3 to 4.5 (curves 2 and 3). The initial 
surface roughness Ra was 1.29 to 1.63 μm, the applied contact pressure was 18 kPa, the rate of 
sample rotation being 89 rpm. The contact pressure is one-fifth that for the known data on polishing 
with corundum [19]. 
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Fig. 5. Kinetic curves for polishing titanium (P, mg/cm2min) by zirconia-modified Al2–xFexO3 solid 

solutions: 1 – unmodified; 2 – with 0.008 mol % ZrO2; 3 – with 0.004 mol % ZrO2. The 
experimental results have been processed by methods of mathematical statistics. 

The increase of contact pressure to 30 kPa during polishing results in the plastic deformation 
of the titanium surface, deep stripes are observed. The zirconium dioxide concentration can be 
varied, namely, the concentration of 0.08 моl % ZrO2 is preferable within the first 15 to 30 min, and 
then follows 0.04 mol %, since the process of polishing accelerates due to a change in the hardness 
of the abrasive material. 

Final polishing with complex oxides is based on the oxidation of the metal surface. An 
alteration of the electron subsystem, for instance, for titanium, occurs: oxidation Tio → Ti2+ → Ti4+. 
The electron spin changes in the partially occupied sublevel can be presented as follows: 3d24s2 → 
3d24so → 3d14so→3do4s0. As a result, under friction in the presence of chemically active abrasive 
material and environment, there occurs nearly instant oxidation of the surface layer and the 
formation of an oxide film, which is destroyed and removed from the surface. The highest degree of 
oxidation is possible at contact points where microcracks are generated. As a result of oxidation and 
film destruction and removal, the surface is smoothened. At the initial polishing stage, as a result of 
the chemical action of paste components and the mechanical action of abrasive particles, oxides are 
formed in subsurface layer; for example, they can change into oxides as follows: 

Ti + O2 → TiO → Ti3O5 →Ti2O3→TiO2. (13)

If mechanochemical polishing is a process occurring at the interface between solids (including 
the oxidation and formation of an oxide phase in the subsurface layer), then the overall system can 
reasonably be considered a two-phase system with a separating surface and ion exchange. Such 
processes are identified as heterogeneous topochemical; their kinetic regularities can be described 
by the Erofeev–Kolmogorov–Avrami equation found in [38]: 

nkte1 , (14)

n
or nkK /1 , (15)

where α is the degree of transformation of metal atoms to oxides, which is defined as the relative 
intensity of metal removal Ci/Cmax (it is assumed a priori that the factor of the mechanochemical 
action of the abrasive is the main one), n is the number of consecutive stages during the formation 
of the center of the new oxide phase, k is the process constant, t is the duration of polishing, and Kor 
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is the constant of the oxidation rate. These equations have been used successfully to describe the 
kinetics of polishing ShKh-15 steel with the participation of the reactions in the surface layer [39, 
40]. As a result of studying the kinetic regularities of polishing with the use of equations (14) and 
(15), experimental values of n, k, and Kor for polishing titanium are obtained: n=0.78; k=0.10; 
Kor=0.05 with standard deviation S2 = 0.005. Figure 6 shows the kinetic curves depicting surface 
roughness behavior during the polishing of VТ1-00 titanium samples with different abrasives. 
These results have been obtained with the use of an optical profilometer. For comparison, curve (1) 
shows the behavior of titanium surface roughness for polishing with unmodified solid solution of 
aluminum-iron oxides. It is obvious that Ra achieved within 45 min of polishing is 0.19 μm, 
whereas the modification of solid solutions of aluminum-iron oxides with zirconium dioxide 
enables one to achieve 0.019-0.009 μm within the same time (curve 3). The graphics are in the 
logarithmic units. 

 
Fig. 6. Kinetic curves for the behavior of surface roughness Ra upon the polishing of titanium 

samples: 1 – Al2–xFexO3 solid solutions; 2 – by zirconia-modified Al2–xFexO3 solid solutions with 
0.008 mol % ZrO2; 3 – with 0.004 mol % ZrO2. 

Figure 7 illustrates the polishing effect on the surface topography of titanium samples: a – 
initial surface roughness, Ra = 1.3–1.6 μm (when the surface texture is rough, the surface area is 
chosen to be 0.9 × 12 mm); b – typical images of the surface topography of titanium specimens 
polished within 60 minutes, Ra = 0.019 μm (Ra 19.04 nm, sampling 161.85 nm, S2 1.51). According 
to the AFM results, Ra = 0.009 μm (Ra 9 nm). S2 is equal to 1.51 when n=5. As a result of these 
definitions, the interval Ra = 0.009–0.019 μm was selected. 

 
 

a b 

Fig. 7. The polishing effect on the surface topography of titanium specimens: a – initial surface 
roughness, Ra =1.3–1.6 μm; b – typical images of the surface topography of titanium samples 

polished within 60 min, Ra = 0.019 μm (Ra 19.04 nm, sampling 161.85 nm, S2 1.51). 
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The attainment of high-grade surface processing is attributable to the use of zirconia-
modified Al2–xFexO3 solid solutions with a nanoparticulate particle size offering a high tribochemical 
material activity in polishing processes. 

4. Conclusion 
The effect of zirconium dioxide on the formation of Al2–xFexO3 solid solutions during heat 

treatment of ammonium hydroxycarbonate complexes, NH4FeAl2(OH)5(CO3)2 nH2O has been 
studied by XRD, IR spectroscopy, DTA, electron microscopy, and particle-size analysis. The 
nanoparticles have been shown to be constituted from crystalline rhombohedral α-Al2–xFexO3, 
monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 (M-ZrO2 and T-ZrO2). The synthesized mixed oxide offers a high 
polishability, namely, 3 to 4.5 times as high as the unmodified oxide. For titanium polishing, the 
surface roughness Ra reaches the interval 0.019–0.009 μm.  
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